
Follow Series – Julie Stoian
& Cathy Olson FunnelGorgeous
I have followed Julie Stoian and Cathy Olson for a long time.
These two folks are pure GOLD. They underpromise and over
deliver every single time. They are the exception to the list
of gurus and experts who are selling services, products and
courses  in  the  digital  world.   Doing  business  as
FUNNELGORGEOUS as a partnership as well as having separate
offerings,  I seem to buy almost everything these two create. 
I don’t regret the purchase of anything.  All were top notch.

Julie  Stoian  is  a  digital  marketing  expert  and  coach,
currently making her mark on the internet as the co-founder of
several popular online business brands such as Create Your
Laptop Life ®, Funnel Gorgeous ®, Digital Insiders, and more.

Cathy Olson is a top notch  graphic designer who is also a
digital marketing expert and coach. She is formally trained in
digital design and marketing, her designs always deliver and
are beautiful. All of her designs come from a place of love. 
http://love-inspired.com/

When you pair these two up it is solid gold for training,
funnels, and digital marketing.

If you purchase anything that these two offer you will not be
sorry.

Affiliate Link Here 

Past purchased I have made from these two include:

Digital Gangsta course (legacy)
Love Your Laptop Life (original legacy member)
Themes and Funnels – various templates
Slide decks

https://serenacrossfield.com/follow-series-julie-stoian-cathy-olson/
https://serenacrossfield.com/follow-series-julie-stoian-cathy-olson/


Logos and graphics
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I have learned a lot from these two wonderful humans.

Who I follow series  – a series of people/sites that I follow
in no particular order or ranking. This series was created in
response to a frequently asked question of who I follow for
coding,  web  development,  training,  teaching.   I  thought
creating a series of posts would be a good way to respond to
this question. 


